Kosher Marriage [with afterword]
-High Priest Jake Carlson
While homosexual marriage is a PRE-Christian Pagan [Satanic] practice, and is therefore, a
good thing in and of itself, today's "victory" was for the Jews and their Marxist slaves, as
they have been perverting rights for Third Sex people ever since they took control of the
homosexual rights movement.
Today is not a victory for us until we make it a victory for us by completely destroying the
Jewish people [the enemies of Satan], their programs, such as Christianity and Communism,
and their hold on humanity. Today's gay rights movement is just as despicably Jewish as the
Christian and Muslim "religions" are and they will be replaced by Satanism/organic
Paganism.
The seeming "opposition" between the gay rights movement and Christian fundamentalism
is not an opposition at all, whatsoever. The futile "attacks" against traditional Biblical
Christianity from left wing liberalism is not an attack against Christianity, but against the
conservative Pagan and Patriotic elements that Christianity has assimilated over the
centuries in its efforts to survive.
It is our job to fully restore our organic Pagan roles as Third Sex individuals. We are NOT a
"community." We are NOT a "movement" outside of Gentile cultures. We are Gentiles and
upholders of Gentile civilization, not destroyers of Gentile civilization like the Jews and the
modern gay rights movement are.
Jesus Christ would be very proud of today's "victory" for the cultural Marxists and the
modern version of rights for homosexuals that the Jewish liberals and activists for the Jewish
version of the gay rights movement have labeled "marriage equality." In Satanism, which
follows the Divine Laws of Nature, there is no such thing as "equality" [read the 19th
Enochian Key]. Such a vicious lie that only the Jews, themselves, are perverted enough to
come up with in hopes of dismantling healthy, organic Pagan culture, is a rejection of all
things Satanic.
"Marriage equality" = Marriage for homosexuals that is approved by the JEWS, and is
therefore kosher, and has nothing to do with having the same right to marry that
heterosexual citizens are permitted, but the Jewish-promoted right to destroy Gentile
culture. This is against Satan and his religion. Satan is the God of the Gentile peoples and the
Gentile peoples-only.
For the Marxist twits that come here to the Satanic Pagan religion in hopes that Satanism
promotes "equality," take a deeper look at the inner meanings of the Christian "religion" and
see how true Christianity and human equality go hand-in-hand. Satan rejects and despises
anything that even remotely smacks of Christianity, including the Christianity that
fundamentalists like to ignore.
Satanism is not a religion for hippie liberals. Christianity, on the other hand, is liberalism.

Conservatism is actually organic Pagan/Satanic. Christianity has assimilated certain "rightwinged" elements in order to survive, but we are here to utterly destroy ALL of Christianity.
However, this rant is not a rant against homosexual marriage, itself. It is against the climate
that homosexual marriage has been approved in; a Jewish climate geared towards a One
World Christianity with the Jewish messiah, Jesus Christ, ruling from Jerusalem, destroying
all of the White Aryan peoples of the world and ruling over his non-White slaves.
It is our job to re-claim the PAGAN/SATANIC culture that homosexual marriage used to be a
part of once we destroy the Jewish religions of Christianity and Islam and their Communist
twin.
People who don't take this seriously, think this is a joke, or have no interest in fighting for
Satan, will be viewed as the worthless wastes of space that they are and will be pushed out
of the way and replaced by people who do matter. I trust that everyone here will make the
right decision.
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Since homosexual marriage originally WAS a Pagan/Satanic custom, I forgot to state how I
can totally empathize with today's happiness and joy that many of today's Third Sex brothers
and sisters are feeling. However, it was the Marxist situation that currently owns
homosexual marriage by the balls that I was sharing my frustrations about. We must take
homosexual marriage out of the hands of the Jews who currently own this un-Satanic
version of homosexual rights, and make it about Gentile rights. Homosexuals who are
Gentiles should be concerned about Gentile rights, not rights over something that is only a
fraction of your identity. What I mean by sexual orientation only being a fraction of one's
identity is that sexual orientation is nothing bigger than one's eye color or which hand a
person naturally uses. The Jews have used their Problem, Reaction, Solution [Jewish rule]
tactics with sexual orientation.
I do empathize with the *feeling* of victory that many non-Satanist gays and lesbians feel
about homosexual marriage, but the thing is that we have to remove the Jewish people and
replace Gay Pride with Pride for ALL Gentile peoples. Everyone must wake up from any
remaining Communist sympathies, let go of any remaining sympathies towards any wing of
Christianity, and join Satan and his fight against the Jewish people and our fight for victory in
re-claiming our home, which is planet Earth.
I am not against our Third Sex kind from enjoying homosexual marriage rights, but what I am
saying is that we must transform this into an actual victory before it can be considered a

victory.
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